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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a histogram based feature to represent and recognize
human action in video sequences. Motion History Image (MHI) merges a video sequence
into a single image. However, in this method, we use Directional Motion History Image
(DMHI) to create four directional spatiotemporal templates. We, then, extract the Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) from those templates. Then, spatiotemporal LBP histograms are
formed to represent the distribution of those patterns which makes the feature vector.
We also use shape feature taken from three selective snippets and concatenate them with
the LBP histograms. We measure the performance of the proposed representation method
along with some variants of it by experimenting on the Weizmann action dataset. Higher
recognition rates found in the experiment suggest that, compared to complex representa-
tion, the proposed simple and compact representation can achieve robust recognition of
human activity for practical use.
Keywords: Human action, DMHI, LBP, Histogram, Support vector machine
1. Introduction. Automatic analysis of a human motion and recognizing the performed
action from video is one of the attractive but challenging problems in computer vision
research. In recent years, researches on human action recognition have gained more inter-
ests due to its diverse applications like robotics, monitoring normal or suspicious activity
by video surveillance, controller-free human computer interaction or gaming, mixed or
virtual reality, intelligent environments. Each application domain has its individual de-
mands, but in general, algorithms must be smart enough to detect and recognize various
actions performed by dierent people with several possible body congurations such as
view angle, clothing, speed or posture variation. Moreover, the designed algorithms must
have the capability of real time recognition as well as the adaptability to various types of
environments [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some state of the art research works are
delineated in Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed method of how an action can be
represented as a histogram of spatiotemporal LBP templates. Experimental results and
discussion are presented in Section 4 followed by a conclusion in Section 5.
2. Related Works. Recently, there have been a lot of works on analyzing human mo-
tions in a spatiotemporal way instead of analyzing each individual frame [1]. In the liter-
ature, several methods [2] have been proposed for learning and recognizing a broad class
of motion or action patterns. Bobick and Davis [3] used Motion Energy Image (MEI)
and Motion History Image (MHI) for the rst time as temporal templates to represent
human actions. Recognition was done by using seven Hu moments. They have developed
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a virtual aerobics trainer that can watch and respond to the user as he/she performs the
workout. Weinland et al. proposed the 3D extension of the temporal templates [4]. They
used multiple cameras to build motion history volumes and action classication was per-
formed using Fourier analysis in the cylindrical coordinates. Related 3D approaches have
been introduced by Blank et al. [5], and Yilmaz and Shah [6] who used time as the third
dimension to form space-time volumes in the (x; y; t) space. Those volumes were matched
using features from Poisson equations and geometric surface properties, respectively.
Kellokumpu et al. [1] extracted a histogram of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) from MHI
and MEI as temporal templates to represent action. They also used another descriptor
called LBP-TOP [7], which extracts LBP information from three orthogonal planes (xy,
xt, and yt). They used Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model the temporal behavior of
action and hence to recognize them. Yau et al. [8] used MHI to represent the temporal
information of the mouth, which is generated using accumulative frame dierencing of
the video. The MHIs are decomposed into wavelet sub-images using Discrete Stationary
Wavelet Transform (DSWT). Articial Neural Network (ANN) with back propagation
learning algorithm is used for classication.
Huang et al. [9] represented a human action as a Histogram of Oriented Gradient
(HOG) of MHI. First, they generated MHI by dierential images from successive frames
of a video, then HOG features are computed and supplied to a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for action classication.
In the basic MHI method, old motion information can be wiped out by new motion
information that occurred in a same region. This overwriting causes poor recognition rate
for natural motions that have complex nature and overlapping motion (e.g., sitting down
and then standing up). Ahad et al. [10] employed a variant of MHI called Directional
MHI (DMHI) to represent that type of actions. They also used Hu moments for the
recognition purpose.
A histogram is a popular statistic that has been frequently used in computer vision
research. For action recognition, Freeman and Roth [11] used orientation histograms for
hand gesture recognition. Recently, Dalal and Triggs used Histograms of Oriented Gra-
dients (HOGs) for human detection in images [12], which is shown to be quite successful.
Ikizler and Duygulu [13] used a Histogram-of-Oriented-Rectangles (HOR) for represent-
ing human actions. They represent each human pose in a frame by oriented rectangular
patches, and form a histogram to represent the distribution of these patches. They used
dierent classiers like nearest neighbor, support vector machine, dynamic time warping
for the matching purpose.
The past approaches of action descriptor can be roughly classied into two groups: rst
one that extracts a global feature descriptor from a video sequence [14-16], and assign a
single label to the entire video. The other method extracts feature descriptor for each
frame and assigns an action label to them [17-19]. However, if required, a local label for
the rst approach can be obtained by extracting feature set until the desired frame to be
labeled. Similarly, a global label for the second approach is usually obtained by simple
voting methods.
Some methods such as [3,10] did not use any benchmark dataset to show the eciency
of their descriptors. Some other methods are not suitable for real-time recognition such as
the HOR descriptor presented by Ikizler and Duygulu [13] which takes approximately one
second per frame only for the rectangle extraction phase. Since Kellokumpu et al. used
a volume based descriptor [1], it is also inexpedient for online recognition applications.
In their descriptors, they have to wait for the next few frames to arrive to extract the
LBP-TOP of a particular frame.
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The key motive of this study is to devise a simple and compact action representation
scheme that can be applied to real-time recognition problems. To realize the objective,
our action descriptor is based on a basic idea that a human action descriptor can be
represented as a distribution of local texture patterns extracted from a spatiotemporal
template. To full the purpose, rather than analyzing every frame or detecting the exact
body parts, we are only interested in the distribution of those spatiotemporal patterns. In
this paper, we propose a novel way of constructing a spatiotemporal template, i.e., we use
DMHI to infuse a sequence of frames into a single temporal template and then apply the
LBP operator which highlights the spatial textures unlike [1]. We form a concatenated
block histogram of those LBPs that serve as a feature vector. However, we also use a
shape feature descriptor for some selected frames of the action sequence in the form of a
histogram.
3. The Proposed Method.
3.1. Foreground extraction. The sample videos in the action dataset we use are taken
by a stationary camera. So, without constructing any complex background model, we
simply take the absolute dierence of the current frame with the static background frame
and Otsu threshold [20] is performed to get the binary foreground mask. Before this all the
frames are passed through a Gaussian lter to reduce the eect of noise. Figure 1 shows the
simple graphical illustration of the foreground extraction method. However, performing
the subtraction of background in grayscale or RGB color space loses some foreground
information for the action dataset in hand, so we do all the processing in Lab color space,
and Equation (1) to Equation (6) show the details of the method, mathematically.
Figure 1. Simple illustration of foreground extraction
The meanings of the used abbreviations are as follows: Dft is the absolute dierence of
the current frame, ft, and the background frame, fbg; L, a, b are the pixel intensity of Df
in Lab color space; bmfgt is the single channel intermediate frame where nonzero intensity
represents the foreground and, after applying the Otsu threshold, we get mfgt which is
a binary frame containing the foreground mask of size ht  wt. The sux t means the
frame at time t, and (x; y) is the spatial position of a pixel in a frame. We use this mfgt
to get the actual foreground frame, ffgt . The constants in Equation (2) and Equation (3)
are experimentally determined.
Dft(x; y) = jft(x; y)  fbg(x; y)j (1)
at(x; y) = 0:25Lt(x; y) + 0:6at(x; y) + 0:15bt(x; y) (2)
bt(x; y) = 0:2Lt(x; y) + 0:2at(x; y) + 0:6bt(x; y) (3)bmfgt(x; y) =qL2t (x; y) + a2t (x; y) + b2t (x; y) (4)
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mfgt = OtsuThreshold (bmfgt) (5)
ffgt(x; y) =

ft(x; y) if mfgt(x; y) = 1
0 otherwise
(6)
3.2. Spatiotemporal template. We have used DMHI as a spatiotemporal template.
The DMHI [10,21], is an extension of the basic MHI method which splits the motion
into four dierent directions. The MHI H (x; y; t) can be computed from the following
equations using an update function [3]:
H (x; y; t) =

 if 	(x; y; t) = 1
max(0; H (x; y; t  1)  ) otherwise (7)
	(x; y; t) =

1 if D(x; y; t)  threshold
0 otherwise
(8)
D(x; y; t) = jft(x; y)  ft(x; y)j (9)
Here, x, y, and t show the position and time; the update function 	(x; y; t) signals the
presence of motion in the current frame f(x; y);  decides the temporal duration of MHI,
e.g., in terms of the number of frames or in terms of time (second/millisecond); and  is
the decay parameter whose value was 1 in the original MHI [3], and D(x; y; t) gives the
absolute dierence between pixels with step time dierence . This update function is
called for every new video frame analyzed in the sequence. The result of this computation
is a grayscale image where brighter pixels represent the more recent motion.
To create DMHI, initially the moving region is tracked using a dense optical ow algo-
rithm that generally produces a vector denoting the horizontal (x-direction) and vertical
(y-direction) motion of an object. Each of these horizontal and vertical motions are further
rectied to positive and negative directions, resulting in four update functions denoting
directions right, left, up, and down. These update functions are used in Equation (7) to
generate directional MHIs. First row of the Figure 2 presents some example DMHIs of a
sidewalk action. Since the motion in the performed action is mostly in leftward direction,
we can see that the Left MHI (Figure 2(a)) encapsulates that information, and the right
MHI (Figure 2(b)) contains almost nothing. Bouncing upward and downward motions
are captured by the Up MHI (Figure 2(c)) and Down MHI (Figure 2(d)).
Figure 2. Example of DMHIs and corresponding LBP images of a side
walk action
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3.3. Generating LBP images. Using the LBP operator becomes a popular approach
in various applications for its computational simplicity. LBP operator [22] describes the
local texture pattern of an image with a binary code, which can be obtained by taking a
threshold of neighboring pixels with the gray value of their center pixel. Mathematically
LBP operator can be written as Equation (10), and Equation (11).
LBP (gc) =
p 1X
i=0
B(gi   gc) 2i (10)
B(x) =

1 if x  threshold
0 otherwise
(11)
Here, gc is the intensity of the center pixel (x; y) and gi (i = 0; 1; : : : ; p   1) are the
intensities of the neighboring pixels. The neighborhoods can be of dierent sizes such
as 3  3, 3  5, or 5  5 pixel. In this paper, we use 3  3 neighborhood, but dierent
arrangement of LBP bit position for dierent DMHIs, called as rotated bit arrangements.
This is to give more strength to the pattern of a particular direction. Figure 3(a) shows a
basic LBP operator, whereas Figures 3(b)-3(e) show the LBP bit arrangements used for
dierent DMHIs. Consider Figure 3(b): arrangement of bit positions is chosen in such a
way that it will give more emphasis on leftward motion. Other arrangements are chosen
to have similar eects. From Figure 3 we can see that same binary output (Figure 3(a))
of the LBP operator can be assigned to a dierent decimal pattern value by rotating bit
arrangements. The LBP images corresponding to the DMHIs are shown in Figure 2 (2nd
row).
Figure 3. Illustration of dierent LBP bit arrangements
3.4. Selective snippets. We choose some frames containing the foreground mask from
all the mfgt within the DMHI time duration,  , of the performed action: We dene those
frames as selective snippets. We select only three frames as snippets and extract the
pose information of the action in the form of a histogram (explained in Section 3.5) and
called it as shape feature. To select the snippets, we determine the minimum bounding
rectangle of the foreground mask in every mfgt and choose the frames with the property
in Equations (12)-(14).
t1 = argmax
t2[0;1;:::; ]
(ht  wt) (12)
t2 = argmax
t2[0;1;:::; ]
(ht=wt) (13)
t3 =
8<:
t1 + t2
2
if jt1   t2j > 
2h
max(t1; t2) +
 jt1 t2j
2
i
(mod ) otherwise
(14)
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Sk = mfgk ; k = t1; t2; t3 (15)
Here, ht, and wt are the height and width of the bounding rectangle of the foreground
mask in frame mfgt at time t. And, St1 is the snippet with the pose covering a maximum
area in the frame, St2 is the snippet with the pose having the narrowest possible area and
St3 is simply an in-between snippet of St1 and St2 . We choose rst two frames with a basic
intuition that, the pose with maximum covering area and pose with minimum covering
area provide some distinctive information for classication. The third frame is chosen
only to make it more robust. Figure 4 displays the snippets, containing the foreground
mask, selected for shape feature extraction.
Figure 4. The snippets selected for the extraction of shape feature
3.5. Feature vector generation. An image texture can be described by its intensity
distribution. We use the histogram of LBP images to represent an action. We compute the
feature vector only for the action region in the images to make it invariant to translational
eect. We use MEI to determine the action region. The MEI is deduced by accumulating
all the DMHIs to a single image and then taking the image under a threshold equals
Figure 5. Generation of a feature vector: (a) LBP images where action
regions are partitioned into 4 4 blocks, (b) selective snippets partitioned
into 84 blocks, (c) concatenated block intensity (pattern) histogram of the
LBP images, (d) block nonzero pixel frequency histogram of the snippets,
(e) the feature vector { concatenated histogram of LBP images along the
snippets
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zero [3]. In this phase, we take the smallest bounding rectangle with maximum possible
non-zero pixels in MEI as an action region.
Figure 5 illustrates the construction of a feature vector for representing an action. The
action regions of the LBP images are partitioned into p  q disjoint blocks. For each
block, we compute a weighted (See Equation (16)) LBP histogram splitting the entire
pattern ranges (256 patterns) into r equal sized bins. Since an intensity histogram loses
spatial information, rather than computing a single global histogram, we calculate block
histograms to encapsulate some spatial information into the feature vector. These block
histograms of all the images are concatenated together in a raster scanning fashion to form
an action descriptor which can be individually treated as a feature vector for recognition.
However, along with the LBP histogram, we also use shape feature of the action repre-
sented as a histogram of selective snippets. In this case, we partition the action region of
the selected snippets into a constant 84 blocks, and nd the non-zero pixel distribution
of the blocks which yields the snippet histogram. The snippet histogram is then put
together with LBP histogram to form a larger feature vector. Here, we use a parameter
 (0 or 1) to make the snippet histogram optional in the action descriptor and thereby
measure its importance in a recognition rate. The algorithm presented next explains the
details of the steps necessary for computation of the feature vector.
Algorithm: CreateFeatureVector
Input: LBP images, Li, i = 0; 1; 2; 3 and selective snippets Sj, j = 0; 1; 2 of an
action
Initialization: Find the bounding box denoting the action region
LBP histogram H1 := 0
Snippets histogram H2 := 0
For each Li (for1)
Partition the action region into p q disjoint blocks
LBP Image histogram LIHi := 0
For each block bk, k = 0; 1; : : : ; p q   1 (for2)
Calculate weight wti for the block
BHk := LBP histogram of bk splitting the pattern's range (0-255) into r
bins
BHk := BHk  wti
LIHi := LIHijjBHk, concatenate BHk with LIHi
End (for2)
H1 := H1jjLIHi, concatenate LIHi with H1
End (for1)
H1 := L2 norm (H1)
For each Sj (for3)
Partition the action region into 8 4 disjoint blocks
Snippet Image histogram SIHj := 0
For each block bl, l = 0; 1; : : : ; 31 (for4)
fl := Count non-zero pixel frequency of bl
SIHj := SIHjjjfl, concatenate fl with SIHi
End (for4)
H2 := H2jjSIHj, concatenate SIHj with H2
End (for3)
H2 := L2 norm (H2)
Output: Feature vector, FV := H1jj(H2  ),  = 0 or 1, concatenate H1 with H2.
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In the above algorithm, jj is a concatenation operator, i.e., histograms are put side-
by-side to form a larger histogram. The weight wti for each block is calculated using
Equation (16), where, NPBi is the number of non-zero pixels (each pixel is a pattern) in
block i, and NPA means the number of non-zero pixels in the action region, and " is a
constant ( 0) useful for no action scene. Here, wti is always greater than or equal to one
and the sum of the inverse of the weights equals one. Equation (17) gives the maximum
possible number of dimensions of the feature vector, where p q is the number of blocks;
r is the number of bins.
wti =
1
1 NPBi=NPA + "
; i = 0; 1; : : : ; p q   1 (16)
FVDim = 4 p q  r + (8 4) 3 (17)
4. Experiments and Results.
4.1. Experimental setup. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method by
experimenting with popular benchmark database: the Weizmann action datasets [5].
The dataset consists of 90 sample videos showing nine dierent people, each perform-
ing 10 natural actions: \bend", \jumping-jack" (\jack"), \jump-forward-on-two-legs"
(\jump"), \jump-in-place-on-two-legs" (\pjump"), \run", \gallop-side-ways" (\side"),
\skip", \walk," \wave-one-hand" (\wave1"), and \wave-two-hands" (\wave2"). Figure
6 illustrates some sample frames of the Weizmann action dataset.
Figure 6. Sample frames of the dierent actions from Weizmann dataset
4.2. Method. For the recognition purpose, we use a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[23,24]. SVMs are state-of-the-art large margin classiers which have recently become very
popular for visual pattern recognition [25,26] and many other applications. The multiclass
classication problem is reduced down to binary classication one. To recognize k action
classes, we train a bank of k linear one-vs-rest and kC2 linear one-vs-one binary SVMs,
each with identical weights. 10 fold cross validation method is used to train and test
the classier. For the cross validation purpose, we stratify each partition of the dataset,
i.e., each partition resembles the global distribution of the dataset. During the test, an
unknown action is labeled with the class that gets the maximum votes by those classiers.
For tracking the optical ow, dense Gunnar Farneback [27] algorithm is used and a
ow threshold of 1 pixel is used to separate the x and y directional ow into right (+x),
left ( x), up (+y), and down ( y) directions. We use  = 0:9 second and  = 1 (as it
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was in the original) in Equation (7), i.e., only 0.9 second frames are used to create DMHI
templates. Each DMHI is used to calculate the LBP image, where 3  3 neighborhood
and threshold = 1 are used for Equations (10) and (11). We use p = q = 2; 4; 6 and
r = 8; 16; 32 for the feature vector generation.
Although we have explained only one method of action representation, we performed
the experiment with some variants of it and presented the comparative results. The rep-
resentation methods used in experiment are (i) histogram of LBP image created from
MHI (MHI LBP H), (ii) histogram of LBP image created from MHI along with shape
feature of the selective snippets (MHI LBP H + SF), (iii) histogram of rotated bit ar-
ranged LBP image created from DMHI (DMHI R LBP H), and (iv) histogram of rotated
bit arranged LBP image created from DMHI along with shape feature of the selective
snippets (DMHI R LBP H + SF).
4.3. Recognition results. Figure 7 shows the correct classication rate of dierent rep-
resentation methods for dierent number of blocks and bins. The results, presented here,
are the average of three runs, i.e., the experiment is performed thrice, and each run
consists of 10 fold cross validation. For all cases, DMHI R LBP H + SF shows better
accuracy than its corresponding (same p, q, r values) representations. We nd that in-
cluding the shape feature in action representation greatly improves the recognition rate
for MHI LBP H, but in case of DMHI R LBP H, the impact is more for lower number of
blocks. However, in all cases, including the shape feature increases overall performance.
Also in Figure 7, increasing the number of bins and blocks does not linearly increase the
accuracy, rather after some point it starts to fall down (e.g., 6 6 blocks and 8, 16 bins).
The best found recognition rate is 95.37%, which is observed for DMHI R LBP H + SF
with p = q = 4 and r = 16 bins.
Figure 8 presents the comparison of using rotating bit arrangement for creating dier-
ent LBP images with that of a constant bit arrangement. Here DMHI C LBP H means
histogram of constant bit arranged LBP image created from DMHI. We nd that in every
Figure 7. Correct recognition rate for dierent representations with vari-
ous numbers of blocks and bins on Weizmann dataset
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Figure 8. A performance comparison of using rotated and constant ar-
ranged bits for LBP image creation
combination of p, q, and r values, DMHI R LBP H performs better than DMHI C LBP H
which justify our claim presented in Section 3.3. This is because, if the same actions
performed in leftward or rightward direction (e.g., walk, run, side-walk), the rotated ar-
rangement of LBP tends to produce similar pattern value in left or right LBP image.
These images in turn yield a histogram which is more consolidated and helps in better
classication. The same thing also applies to upward or downward actions.
Table 1 summarizes the best accuracies found by our experiment with dierent action
representation as well as the best results found by other methods on Weizmann dataset.
The presented best result of DMHI R LBP H + SF is for the parameter p, q = 4, and
r = 16. These results are just indicative only, since dierent authors used a dierent
number of frames for the feature vector generation or dierent types of classiers and even
dierent testing methods like leave-one-out. Some authors perform their experiments with
9 actions from Weizman dataset excluding the skipping action. We also do the same only
for DMHI R LBP H + SF representation, since it gives the best performance for all 10
actions. The best average classication rate found by the proposed method for 9 actions
Table 1. Comparison of the recognition rate of the proposed method to
other methods reported on Weizmann dataset
Reference No. of Actions Accuracy [%]
Proposed
MHI LBP H 10 67.96
MHI LBP H + SF 10 90.37
DMHI R LBP H 10 90.74
DMHI R LBP H + SF 10, (9) 95.37, (98.96)
Kelllokumpu et al. [1] 10, (9) 98.9, (100)
Scovanner et al. [28] 10 82.6
Boiman and Irani [29] 9 97.5
Archived in Neibles and Fei-Fei [18] 9 72.8
literature Wang and Suter [14] 10 97.8
Ahsan et al. [30] 10 94.3
Campos et al. [31] 10 96.7
Ikizler and Duygulu [13] 9 100
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Table 2. Confusion matrix of the DMHI R LBP H + SF representation
is also presented in the table (parenthesized in some cases). Though the recognition
rate found from the proposed method is not the best compared to other methods, the
achieved accuracy is reasonable enough and quite fast (See Table 3 for computational
time) for practical application.
Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of DMHI R LBP H + SF representation for the
best result. Here, the accuracy is scaled down to one. All actions except for skipping
the recognition rate are approximately 90% or above. In Weizmann dataset, some frames
of the skipping poses have very subtle dierence from the running poses, which is very
dicult to distinguish even by humans. Therefore, the classier puts some skipping
actions as running ones.
4.4. Computational time. The run time of the method can be parted in two phases.
First being the time to create the spatiotemporal templates, and the second is the feature
vector generation and testing time, which depend on the values of p, q, r. Table 3
shows the average of per frame computational times (in milliseconds) of dierent phases
for DMHI R LBP H + SF representation over Weizman dataset. The feature vector
generation and testing times in Table 3 are for best recognition rate parameters p, q = 4,
r = 16 and a frame size of 144  180 pixel. It should be noted that the experiment
is done on a machine with a processor Intel R CoreTM i7-3770, speed 3.40 GHz, and
memory 8GB. We implement the program in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, and OpenCV
2.4.8 without applying any code optimization method. However, it is worthy to mention
that the total time reported in Table 3 excludes the foreground extraction time, since we
are only interested in the action representation and recognition time. We are unable to
compare the computational time of the proposed descriptor, since most of the state of
Table 3. Per frame computational time (in milliseconds) of the proposed
method on Weizmann dataset
Template creation time
Feature vector
Testing time Total time
generation time
30.94 2.6 2.3 35.84
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the art methods do not report about their computational time, except the HOR [13] that
takes approximately one second per frame only for rectangle extraction phase which is far
slower than the proposed one.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for action recognition that
represents a human action as a histogram of LBP images created from DMHIs, i.e., his-
togram of spatiotemporal texture and uses an SVM for recognition. It has been shown
that without constructing any complex model, the proposed simple and compact descrip-
tor performs well on dierent actions and the recognition rate is promising enough for
practical use compared to the state of the art methods. We notice that, correct local-
ization of the action region greatly aects the overall performance. Though we nd that
DMHI R LBP H + SF representation performs better, we observe that MHI LBP H + SF
representation with only one MHI image performs quite well too. To mitigate the scale
variation, we always partition the action region in a constant number of blocks rather
than xed size blocks. The proposed method does not incorporate any direct mechanism
for rotation invariance or view point changes. This can be future work of direction. The
application of the descriptor to more complex actions or scenarios could be other possible
future work.
This study is performed with a dataset having generic action classication problem.
However, the method can easily be incorporated into some real life applications like gam-
ing or human computer interaction without using any controller such as mouse, trackball,
and joystick. The potential of the proposed method can also be applied to other re-
lated domains like a patient's activity monitoring system or automatic labeling of video
sequences in a video dataset [32].
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